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Abstract 

This paper aims at describing Carnival, a movie on 
demand system that provides Movie on demand service 
by implementing low cost storage architecture for 
movie storage server. Carnival uses personal 
computers with ordinary configuration, as movie 
storage servers. Since RAM will become a major 
bottleneck in such storage servers, hence optimization 
from the view of memory should be a primary concern. 
The solution described in this paper proposes a movie 
file system which minimizes the RAM requirements of 
the movie storage servers. The proposed file system 
provides various VCR functionalities like forward, 
rewind pause and play without any additional RAM 
requirements. 

1. Introduction 

1.1.  Movie on Demand System 

A movie on demand server is a system that store 
movies in compressed digital form and provides 
support for the movie data to be accessed by remote 
clients in real time. The Movie on demand service 
provides flexibilities to the viewer such that the viewer 
can start watching a movie from a collection stored on 
the server, at any time he/she wishes. The viewer can 
also use the VCR operations like pause, play, forward 
and rewind. 
   With increasing demand for large-scale Movie on 
demand systems, considerable effort has been spent in 
designing scalable, reliable, and cost-effective video 
servers. Nevertheless, a video server can only have 
finite capacity. As the system scales up, the server will 
need to be upgraded and this can become very 
expensive.  
   In our work (Carnival), personal computers with 
ordinary 1  configuration have been used as storage 

                                               
1 CPU: Intel® Pentium® 4 CPU 1.5 GHz 

servers. RAM requirement is one of the major concerns 
which paralyses such movie servers. It follows an 
incremental trend with the increase in the number of 
connections. Since RAM is costly, it adds to the cost of 
the storage server. We have implemented a new file 
system that incorporates the RAM optimizations 
described in Fellini multimedia storage system [1]. The 
movie data can be interpreted as a 2D matrix with each 
cell corresponds to a block of the movie data. 
Carnival’s file system stores this matrix in column 
major form on the disk. This storage strategy 
considerably reduces the RAM requirements while 
serving multiple clients for a single movie. 
    The implementation of the VCR functionalities 
further incorporates expensive overhead in RAM 
requirements. The available architectures [1, 12, 14] of 
the movie storage servers did provide some 
optimizations for the RAM requirements .In most of 
the cases, the use of VCR functionalities by the client 
adds unwanted overhead and/or deteriorates the 
performance of the server. We propose a method to 
implement the VCR functionalities like play, pause, 
fast-forward and rewind using this architecture, 
without any overhead of RAM or performance 
degradation. 

1.2.  Organization of the paper 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 mentions some of the related works 
published in this field. Section 3 describes the details 
of different components of Carnival. Section 3.1 
describes the architecture of storage server, including 
the storage and retrieval optimizations and the 
proposed method for implementation of VCR 
functionalities. Section 3.2 describes the file system 
architecture along with its detailed working. Finally we 
present our results and conclusion derived from 
simulation of the techniques described in this paper. 

                                                                        
   RAM: 256 MBytes. 
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2. Related Work 

Current Movie on Demand systems can be 
classified into centralized [2, 3] and distributed [4, 5] 
architectures.  

Serpanos, et al. [3] compared the performance of 
centralized and distributed architectures for video 
servers. Their work concluded that in general a 
centralized architecture is gives good performance and 
management but it is not preferable due to high cost 
and scalability issues.  
  Researches have contributed a lot of their efforts in 
the development of multimedia file systems optimized 
for movie on demand services. Rangan et al. [6] 
proposes a multimedia file system for continuous 
storage and retrieval of media and also discusses the 
admission control algorithms. Freedman et al. [7] 
discusses a scalable file system for multiple disks for 
the intensive I/O applications and multimedia systems. 
The Tiger video file server [8] implements a 
distributed file system that strips the files over multiple 
disks and the computers in distributed fashion.  
   The Fellini[1] continuous Multimedia storage system 
by AT&T Bell Labs has described a storage technique 
for efficient retrieval of the movie data to minimize the 
RAM requirements. 
   VCR functionalities too are the major issues in a 
movie on demand system. Qazzaz et al. [9] describes 
allocating some resource channels for providing VCR 
functionalities. It uses large size buffers at client side. 
It continues to transfer multicast data to the client, even 
if he comes late or use pause etc. and uses different 
unicast channel to handle VCR operations. Venkatram 
et al. [10] propose segmentation of multimedia data 
into small segments and segment-skip for VCR 
operations. Law et al. [11] also propose a possible 
implementation of VCR functionality. 

3. Detailed description of the System 

3.1. The Storage server 

3.1.1. Movie Storage. The movie is stored on a raw 
partition/ hard disk using our proposed file system   
(described in section 3.2). The file system is mounted 
on the raw partition/ hard disk to store the movies. The 
movie could be interpreted as two-dimensional matrix 
[12] i.e. movie data is divided into blocks of equal size 
where each block corresponds to a cell in the two-
dimensional matrix. The proposed file system stores 
the movie data in the column major form on the disk. 

Figure 1. The 2D matrix used to store the movie 
data 

For example, suppose a movie is interpreted in the 
form of a 2D matrix of dimension 4 rows and 3 
columns then the sequence of blocks stored on the disk 
would be : 1,5,9,2,6,10,3,7,11,4,8,12. 

3.1.2. Optimization during retrieval of movie data. 
To retrieve any data block of the movie, corresponding 
column is loaded in the memory [12]. In order to serve 
the movie stream sequentially to the client, the first 
column (comprising of the blocks numbered 1, 5 and 9 
in the example given in section 3.1.1)) needs to be 
loaded into the memory. While this column is being 
served to the client, the second column, consisting of 
the blocks numbered 2, 6, and 10, is fetched from the 
disk. The columns are sequentially retrieved starting 
from the first column to the last and then wrapping 
back to the first column. In order to serve the same 
movie to multiple clients, instead of retrieving multiple 
blocks of movie for each client, only a single column 
would serve any number of clients. Considerable RAM 
optimization is achieved when the number of clients is 
much more than the number of blocks in a single 
column of the 2D matrix. The subsequent columns are 
stored sequentially on the hard disk, hence their 
sequential retrieval ensures the minimization of disk 
head seek time and rotational latency. The position in a 
movie stream from where the data is transferred to a 
particular client is called a phase. The number of 
unique phases supported will be equal to number of 
rows in 2D matrix. A two column length buffer can be 
used, one to retrieve the data and the other to transfer 
the movie data to the client in parallel. This technique 
effectively reduces the delay on the client side. 

3.1.2. Implementation of VCR functionalities. We
propose a novel method to implement the VCR 
functionalities using the above storage and retrieval 
technique. The various VCR functionalities like play, 
pause, fast-forward and rewind can be provided to the 
client, without any overhead of RAM or performance 
degradation. They have been described hereunder. 
(a) Pause: To handle the pause functionality a buffer 
of size equal to the size of a single row of the two-
dimensional matrix described in section 3.1.1), is 
maintained on the client side. When the client issues a 
pause command, the playback of the movie is stopped 
but the transfer of movie from the server is paused only 
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after the buffer on the client side gets exhausted. On 
un-pausing, the playback is started from the buffer. 
The data transfer from the server is started when the 
column containing the next data block required by the 
client is loaded into the memory and subsequent data is 
appended to the client’s buffer. 
(b) Fast Forward: To provide the fast forward 
functionality, instead of sending the next data block of 
the sequence, the data block present diagonally below 
in the two-dimensional matrix is send. The sequence of 
the data blocks sent will be i, i+(n+1), i+2*(n+1) and 
so on (where n is the number of columns in the two-
dimensional matrix). 

Figure 1. Blocks sent during Fast-Forward starting 
from ith block 

(c) Variable speed fast forward: To provide fast 
forward functionality at variable speeds the above 
described scheme can be modified as follows. Instead 
of sending a single block of data to the client to the 
client from a column, the block immediately below the 
block to be sent is also sent to the client. The frames 
corresponding to this block are displayed before the 
frame corresponding to the block diagonally below. 
This way the speed of fast forward on the client side is 
halved. So the sequence of blocks being displayed at 
client will be i, i+S-1, i+S, i+2S-1, i+2S, .. and so on. 
A buffer to hold at most n data blocks will be required 
at client. The speed of fast forwarding can be further 
reduced by increasing the no. of extra data blocks 
being sent to the client from each column. If k data 
blocks are sent from each column, then at client side 
before displaying the diagonal block the frames 
corresponding to last k-1 data blocks in the same row 
which are already buffered on the client will be 
displayed. So a k time reduction in fast forward speed 
can be achieved. The sequence of blocks being 
displayed at client will be i, i+S-(k-1),i+S-(k-2),…i+S-
1, i+S, i+2S-(k-1), i+2S-(k-2),…i+2S-1, i+2S, .. and so 
on. A buffer to hold at most k*n data blocks will be 
required at client.
(d) Rewind: In case of rewind command by the client, 
the next data block to be send is the data block present 
diagonally upward from present block in the two-
dimensional matrix. The sequence of the data blocks 
sent will be i, i-(n+1), i-2*(n+1) and so on. 

Figure 2. Blocks sent during Rewind starting from 
ith block 

(e) Variable speed Rewind: Rewind functionality can 
be modified in a similar manner as fast forward to 
provide variable speeds of rewind. Only instead of 
sending k-1 blocks below a designated block in a 
column, k-1 blocks above it are sent. The sequence of 
blocks displayed at client will be i, i-S+(k-1),i-S+(k-
2),…i-S+1, i-S, i-2S+(k-1), i-2S+(k-2), ….., i-2S+1, i-
2S, .. and so on. 

3.2. The File system 

3.2.1. Architecture of the multimedia File system. 
The file system on the Carnival’s movie server 
accounts for efficient retrieval and storage of the movie 
files so as to minimize the disk head movement and the 
memory requirements in case of multiple access by 
various clients or otherwise. The files and directories 
on the disk are represented internally in the form of 
inodes. A movie file is represented in form of a movie 
file inode and a directory is represented as a directory 
inode. An inode keeps general information about the 
file or directory such as its name, file number, access 
permissions, last modified times, file owner’s id, group 
number, datazones and other required relevant details. 
   Carnival’s movie specific file system is developed 
specifically for the movie on demand server. The file 
system has the following layout: 

1.  Boot block – consists of the appropriate 
information required to boot the operating 
system. 

2.  Super block –  
(a) Number of blocks for File Inode Bitmap 

= 1 
(b) Number of blocks used for Directory 

Inode Bitmap =1 
(c) Number of blocks for file zone Bitmap  = 

1
(d) Number of blocks used for directory zone 

Bitmap = 1 
(e) Number of direct zones in the inode 

structure= 10 
(A single movie file on Carnival’s file 
system can have a maximum size of 
1.725 GB which is sufficient amount of 
space required by a single movie file.)   
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   Number of free inodes and zones for 
directories and files are computed by referring 
the corresponding bitmap and the field is set 
accordingly. 

3. Directory inode bitmap – It keeps information 
related to directory inodes. 

4. Movie File inode bitmap – It keeps the 
information about the filled and empty 
movie file inode structures on the disk in 
form of 0’s and 1’s where 1 represents a 
filled inode and a 0 represents an empty 
inode. 

5. Directory zone bitmap- It keeps the 
information about the filled and empty 
directory datazones using 0’s for free and 1’s 
for filled zones. 

6. Movie file zone bitmap – It keeps the 
information about the filled and empty 
movie file datazones in the manner similar to 
the inode bitmap in form of 0’s and 1’s. 

7. Directory inodes –It consists of the series of 
directory inodes structures present on the file 
system. Its structure is same as that of the 
Movie File inode structure described below. 

8. Movie File inodes – The inode structure(in 
implementation ) consists of the following 
fields: 

(a) The size of the file in bytes. 
(b) An array containing the zone numbers of 

the file data. The maximum size of this 
array is equal to the total number of direct 
zones. 

(c) The device number of the device on which 
the file is stored. 

(d) The inode number of this inode on the disk. 
(e) The inode type, specifying whether the inode 

is a movie file inode or a directory inode. 
(f) The count specifying the number of processes 

currently using the file. 
(g) The total number of direct zones for this inode. 
(h) A pointer containing the address of the super 

block. 
(i) A field that marks whether any of the inode 

data has changed. In case any of the inode 
field undergoes a change, the field is set to 
dirty and the inode is written on to the disk 
from the inode cache later on. 

9. Directory content Blocks – It holds all the data of                            
directories. These directory content blocks reside 

within a group of four blocks on the file system. The 
size of directory content block is taken to be 1024 
bytes. Two directory content blocks constitute a single 
directory datazone for storing the data of any directory. 
On any standard file system the block size used for 
storing the file’s data or the directory’s data is same. 
But in Carnival’s movie specific file system, the block 
size is 8.03MB (explained below), which is too large 
just for storing the content of any directory on the file 
system. So in order to prevent the wastage of disk 
space, the block size used for directory content has 
been reduced to 1024 bytes. 

10.  Movie Data Blocks –Since the movie data is large 
in comparison to the files normally stored in a typical 
file system, the block size taken in our case is quite 
large (235* size of a cell of the 2-D matrix ). Here 235 
is the maximum number of parallel phases supported 
by the movie server for a particular movie as described 
in the section 3.2.2) above. This has been calculated 
using the relation [12]. 

p= (d/rd – at)*rt/d           (1)  
where  
d = size of a cell of the 2-D matrix (here after 
referred as CELL_SIZE). 
It has been calculated taking in account the size 
of main memory and the maximum number of 
different movies that can be transmitted 
simultaneously from the server. On a server 
having 256MB RAM to support 15 different 
movie streams simultaneously, size of a cell of 
the 2-D matrix is taken to be 35KB. 
So the block size = 235*35KB ~ 8.03MB 

rd = rate of transfer of MPEG movie =1.5 Mbps 
at = access time taken by the head of the hard disk 
rt    = transfer rate of the hard disk. 

On our hard disk configuration we obtained:- 

at = 13.6
rt = 400 Mbps   

Hence p was calculated as 235 which is the 
number of rows of the 2-D matrix. The number of 
columns (n) of the matrix can be calculated 
according to the following relation: 
n=sizeof(movie)/(p*d)                      (2) 
In our case for a 700MB MPEG movie file, n was 
calculated out to be 88. 

Each movie file datazone in Carnival’s file system 
contains 22 blocks (BLOCKS_PER_ZONE for movie). 
This is chosen by assuming the average length of a 
MPEG movie file to be 700MB and block size equal to 
8.03MBytes. Inodes on our (Carnival’s) movie specific 
file system does not have any reference to indirect 
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zones which is present in many current file-systems. 
This is done intentionally so as to reduce the overhead 
associated with referencing of indirect zones for movie 
file data. As a consequence of large block size on the 
file system a very limited number of zones can do the 
job of storage of an average 700MB MPEG movie file. 

3.2.2. Working of the File System.  
(a) Initialization of the file-system 

   To initialize the file system, the super block is 
loaded from the hard disk into the file buffer cache. 
Various file system specific attributes are derived from 
the super block. A pointer which holds information 
about the current directory is made to point towards the 
root inode whose address is derived from the super 
block. 

(b) The Buffer Caches and the Inode Caches 
   The buffer cache is introduced to minimize the 

disk operation. In Carnival’s movie specific file system 
we have developed two buffer caches each for file and 
directory content blocks. Each buffer cache is 
maintained in form of a Hash Map with Hashing 
function as (HASH_MASK & Block number) where 
‘&’ is the logical AND operator. 

 A free list of buffers is also maintained that 
preserves the least recently used order. The free list is a 
doubly linked circular list of buffers with a dummy 
buffer header which marks its beginning and end. 
Whenever a new buffer has to be allocated, free list is 
searched and the returned buffer is inserted at 
appropriate index in the HASH MAP. 

 In Carnival’s file system: The size of file Buffer 
cache is equal to 40 and HASH_MASK is 63. The size 
of directory Buffer cache is equal to 10 and 
HASH_MASK is 31. The layout of the buffer cache 
can be depicted from the figure below. 

Figure 4. Structure of a single Buffer cache 

Both inode caches (directory as well as file inode 
cache) are simply a continuous array of inode 
structures in the memory. When the I/O operation for 
an inode is to be done, the inode structure is first 
searched in the respective inode cache. If cache hit 
occurs then the inode structure need not be read from 
the disk and thus saves valuable time. In Carnival’s file 
system the size of file inode cache is equal to 64 and 
that of directory inode cache is 32. 

(c) Writing a new movie file to the file system 
   As described in section 3.1.1 the movie data is stored 
in a column major form in the file system. Whenever a 
new movie is to be stored on the disk, the complete 
target path of the movie file destination is provided to 
the file system. The given path is resolved and the 
directory in which the movie file is to be written is 
returned using to the algorithm given below.

Algorithm directoryi 
Input: path name 
Output: inode of target directory 
if (path name starts from root) 
 working inode=root inode (algorithm iget[19]); 
else 

working inode=current directory inode (algorithm 
iget [19]); 

read next path name component from input; 
while (there is more path name) 
       read directory (working inode) by use of algorithms 
       bmap [19],bread[19],brelse [19]
       if(component matches an entry in directory (working 
inode)) 
                 get inode number for matched component; 
                 release working inode (algorithm iput); 

 working inode = inode of matched component 
(algorithm iget); 

       else 
                create entry of component in working inode; 
       read next path name component from input; 
end while 
return (working inode); 

For example:- 
Suppose the path given to the file system is 

/A/B/C/D.mpeg. The directory A already exists in the 
root directory of the file system but there are no 
directories named B and C on the file system. The 
above algorithm creates directory B in directory A and 
C in directory B and returns the working inode which 
is the directory inode of C. Now the movie file inode 
bitmap is scanned for the first available free bit, the bit 
is set to unity and the corresponding inode number is 
returned. This inode number can now be used to 
uniquely identify the file on the hard disk. 

The storage of the movie in column major form is 
done by reading appropriate chunks of CELL_SIZE of 
movie data from the movie source. When the size of 
the buffer becomes equal to the block size of the file 
system, it has to be written onto the disk. The offset in 
the movie source file to read the appropriate chunks of 
movie data can be calculated according to the 
equations given below. 
for each block present in ith column and jth row   
      Offset =(i + j * (no of cols)) * CELL_SIZE         (3) 

The data blocks of the movie inode are organized 
by grouping them into various zones with maximum 
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number of blocks in each zone equal to 
BLOCKS_PER_ZONE (for movie) of the file system.  
   A zone is created by scanning the movie file zone 
bitmap and finding the first available zone and making 
the entry of the corresponding zone number in the 
movie inode. The inode cache is searched for the 
availability of the inode and all the additions and 
updations to the inode fields are temporarily done to 
this alias of the disk inode in the inode cache. This 
leads to the setting of DIRTY field in the inode 
structure indicating that its fields has been changed and 
it needs to be written back to the disk with its new 
fields. This writing of inode structure on the disk is 
done only when this inode structure is not in use and a 
new inode structure needs to be assigned in the inode 
cache for some other file. 

(d) Reading a movie file from the file system 
 The movie data is written in the column major 

form to the file system and is retrieved in the same 
form during its read from the file system. To read the 
data contained in a movie file, its inode is loaded into 
the RAM by resolving the given movie file path name 
using the namei[13] algorithm. While the file is being 
read from the hard disk, one complete column is read 
at a time. The column to be retrieved is based on the 
next data block to be send to the client and is known 
before the read operation. The movie file data block 
(DB) on the file system containing the movie file data 
corresponding to this column can be calculated from 
the following relation: 
DB = SOD + (DZ*BPZ)+ Column no.                      (4) 
Where 
(i) SOD is the number of blocks to be skipped on 

hard disk in Carnival’s file system before reading  
any  data  blocks.  For reading the data block of  
any  movie file SOD  includes the  skipping  of  
the  boot   block,  super  block, all  the bitmaps, 
directory inode and movie file inode structures  
and four blocks which contains all the directory 
content blocks. 

(ii) DZ is the starting zone number for the inode of 
the file for  which  the  data  is  requested.  This  
starting   zone number  can  directly  be  fetched  
from  the field of the inode  structure  with  is  an  
array  containing  the zone numbers of the file data.

(iii)         BPZ=BLOCKS_PER_ZONE (for movie) 

NOTE: In Carnival’s case the bmap [13],bread [13] 
and brelse [13] algorithms used in namei[13]
algorithm operates on the directory blocks. bmap [13]
operates on directory inodes, bread [13] and brelse [13]
operates on directory content blocks. 

 The required data block calculated above is 
fetched by firstly checking for its availability in the file 

buffer cache. A cache hit saves the time required to 
read the data from the disk which is quite expensive. If 
it is not found in the file buffer cache, the respective 
block is read from the hard disk into the file buffer 
cache. Now the location of the block in the file buffer 
cache is copied into a temporary buffer which is then 
used to transfer the movie data to the client. To further 
lower the hard disk head movement the C-Scan [14] 
algorithm is used to service the multiple clients read 
requests. 

4. Results 

To get a rough estimate of the performance of Carnival, 
we ran some very simple experiments, in which a 
client program downloads a file from the storage server 
and the server sends the file by retrieving the movie 
file as described above. The whole experiment was 
carried out on a heavy traffic 100Mbps Ethernet Local 
Area Network. The plot of Transfer time versus Size of 
the movie has been shown below. 

Figure 5. Plot of Transfer time against size of the 
movie

The first graph shows the transfer time for small 
(varying from 35 MBytes – 62 MBytes) sized movies. 
The graph clearly shows that the slope of the plot is 
increasing with increase in size of the movie due to 
increase in page faults (here page fault refers to not 
being able to find the requested block in buffer cache). 
Since the number of columns in the 2D matrix 
representation of a movie file are served in a round 
robin fashion, therefore for small sized movies, the 
subsequent columns might still remain in memory 
(buffer cache of the file system) and they need not be 
fetched from the memory, thus decreasing the number 
of disk accesses and hence the transfer time. The 
second graph shows the Transfer time for movies with 
larger (70 MBytes – 720 MBytes) size. Here the slope 
of the plot is almost constant because the number of 
page faults (not being able to find block in buffer cache) 
becomes constant because each new column has to be 
fetched from the hard disk. The plot of free memory 
versus number of clients for the same movie on the 
movie server has been shown below. 
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Figure 6. Free Memory available against the 
number of clients watching the same movie from 

the same server 
The initial drop in the graph shows a memory 

usage of approximately 16 MBytes (since two buffers 
of size 8.03 MBytes each as explained in section 3.2.1), 
are loaded into memory). The initial drop in free 
memory will come as soon as the 1st client asks for the 
movie. Thereafter, there is no considerable increase in 
memory usage with the increase in number of clients. 
This is true even in the case of hundreds of clients as 
depicted by the graph above. 

5. Conclusion 

The storage optimization technique described in this 
paper along with complete implementation details of 
the file system and network architecture provides 
comprehensive details of Carnival, our movie on 
demand system. The storage enables the different 
sections of a movie to be concurrently retrieved from 
the disk and a number of clients could be 
simultaneously served thus minimizing the RAM 
requirements and thus the overall cost of the storage 
server. The proposed solution for VCR functionalities 
provides an efficient method for their implementation 
without any overhead of RAM requirements. The 
results show considerable optimizations in main 
memory (RAM) usage when hundreds of clients watch 
the same movie from the same storage server. 
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